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Mission Statement of the PSP
The PSP’s mission is to improve the quality of teaching and learning of the sciences,
the environment and related learning areas by developing a community of shared
professional experience.
The Western Cape Primary Science Programme (PSP):
•

is responsive to the needs of the curriculum, teachers and the Education Department

•

is working towards connecting school science and technology to teachers’ and learners’
life experiences

•

provides science enrichment to teachers beyond the curriculum

•

assists teachers to interpret educational policy and to implement it
practically in the classroom

•

develops primary school teachers’ science knowledge and
understanding

•

addresses the demands of teaching and learning through
the home language as well as an additional language
(second or third language)

•

assists teachers to develop learners’ reading, writing and
other communication skills

•

assists schools to manage the curriculum effectively

•

assists teachers to be environmentally responsive

•

is committed to working in partnerships and in close
collaboration with others

•

develops teacher support and classroom-based resources
through interaction with teachers.
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Foreword
Prof. Jonathan Jansen

PSP ‘an oasis of hope’

W

hen I returned from studies abroad in the 1990s, I was, like
many of my generation, fearful and depressed about the state of
education emerging out of the long shadow of apartheid. Then I was
introduced to the Primary Science Programme (PSP), and I found an
oasis of hope in the dismal desert of primary science education.
As a former Biology teacher, I was only too aware of the serious problems encountered in science classrooms – teachers lacking in science
content and pedagogical knowledge, classrooms with no basic science
equipment, and the formal, abstract, irrelevant science curriculum that
turned off generations of young minds from meaningful and deep
learning in one of the most exciting school subjects. The serious lack of
engineers, scientists and technicians, especially among black graduates, is
a direct consequence of this historical neglect.
Enter PSP, offering tens of thousands of young children their first and often only
exposure to relevant practical and powerful science learning. Yet what struck me
over the years about PSP was not only the modern and accessible science content
(later maths as well), but the enthusiasm of the teachers and the excitement among
the learners.

Prof. Jonathan Jansen, Rector
and Vice-Chancellor of the
University of the Free State

What struck me over the years about PSP was not only the modern and
accessible science content (later maths as well), but the enthusiasm of the
teachers and the excitement among the learners.

Let me be clear, non-governmental organisations like the PSP – despite their success
– have always struggled to attract and retain the attention of government and private
sector funding. We run the risk of losing one of the most inventive science and
maths programmes if we fail to understand one simple reality – that in the absence
of PSP, thousands of young people may never know how to do and understand
basic science procedures and principles.
I wish to congratulate the leadership of PSP for their courage and resilience in the
face of challenging donor environments.
May you continue to fulfil your duty to teach science, and enjoy the ‘rush’ that
comes with witnessing powerful science learning among our children, especially
those at the margins of the school system.
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Chairman’s Report

Scope of PSP operations
‘expanded’

H

aving thankfully survived the financially difficult previous
2008/2009 period, the PSP devoted a large part of 2010
to a process of recovery, re-evaluation and consolidation.
This has been successful to the extent that we have been able to
resume and expand the scope of our operations in the vital field
of Primary Education, with our particular emphasis on the natural
sciences, mathematics and language.
Donald Campbell, Chairman

The PSP’s success in achieving this renewed and stabilised
situation has been due to three vital factors.
Firstly, the sustained strong effort of our exceptionally loyal
and dedicated staff. Secondly, the firm financial support of our
established funders and thirdly, the confidence in our work
expressed by the education community.
We thank them all for their much appreciated inputs.

The PSP, already an
acknowledged leader in its field,
is now well positioned to forge
ahead in the field of Teacher
Development

The PSP, already an acknowledged leader in its field, is now well
positioned to forge ahead in the field of Teacher Development
and in collaboration with the Education Department Districts,
to continue with our newly commenced Curriculum Advisor
Training.
We look forward, with confidence, to the year ahead.
Donald Campbell
Hon. Chairperson, PSP
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Highlights of 2010

A

t the beginning of 2010 the PSP found itself in a difficult position, resulting mainly
from the bleak economic climate. However, with the constructive support of the
Trustees, the PSP rationalised the organisation and streamlined its operations. Thanks to
excellent funder response to renewed, robust fundraising campaigns, the PSP was able to
embark on strategic sustainability planning processes. These processes allowed the PSP to
re-evaluate itself and its purpose; emerge strong and confident about its relevance; re-articulate
its theoretical underpinnings (its essence), and to continue its core work, with encouragement
from the Education Department.
During this difficult time in the life of the PSP, new opportunities
presented themselves and the following highlights were achieved.

PSP Mathematics /Numeracy
•
•

The PSP has developed and strengthened its internal Mathematics and
Numeracy capacity and extended its offering to teachers.
Given the status of Mathematics and Numeracy as a national
priority, and given the overwhelming teacher response to the PSP
Mathematics/Numeracy courses, this strategic decision is important
for the PSP as one of the role-players in improving Mathematics and
Numeracy teaching in this country.

PSP involvement with CTLI
•

•

The PSP assisted the Mathematics Education Primary Programme
(MEPP) in the delivery of the WCED Mathematics and Numeracy
courses for Intermediate Phase and Foundation Phase teachers over six
weeks during the year. This was a wonderful learning opportunity for
the PSP staff.
The WCED also engaged the PSP to deliver the final two weeks of
the Intermediate Phase Natural Sciences course in May 2010.

PSP in the Overberg District for the first time
•

•

The PSP was invited to work with the Overberg Education District
and negotiated a new two-year Cluster Project cycle with the
Overberg and the North Districts, starting in May 2010.
Presentations by PSP facilitators at the Mathematics Conference
hosted by the Overberg District were also very well received.

Rural Natural Sciences course
•

The PSP was awarded the tender to run the four-day Natural Sciences
course with a total of 63 rural Intermediate Phase teachers from the
Overberg District, during the September school holidays. This was a
highly successful course attended by teachers from all the rural districts
across the province.

Saturday courses for Natural Sciences
•

The North District engaged the PSP to run a series of six-hour
Natural Sciences courses with groups of 50 Grade 7 teachers on
Saturdays. The PSP worked in collaboration with the Curriculum
Advisor to develop a number of activities and strategies on new topics
for the Senior Phase.
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Annual Mass Planning Forum
•

•

The PSP ran its Annual Mass Planning Forum in October
2010 for teachers to participate in the planning of the
Innovation Project courses for 2011.
More than 100 teachers held animated discussions in their
different venues. They made decisions about the priority topics
for PSP courses in the following subjects: Natural Sciences and
Environment, Mathematics/Numeracy, Language/Literacy and
Social Sciences for the 2011 programme. A full programme
has been planned for 2011, which comprises 44 short courses
and a total of 187 hours of professional development contact
time. Over the years, this event has become one of the PSP’s
most important strategic exercises.

New Joint Mentorship Project with the University of
the Western Cape (UWC), Western Cape
Education Department (WCED) and NGOs
•

•

•

Successful negotiations with the relevant role-players in 2010
have led to the establishment of an exciting new partnership
project with UWC, WCED Districts, MEPP and the PSP.
Operations will commence in 2011 in the second term.
The PSP Joint Mentorship Project aims to mentor/coach a
maximum of 20 first-time primary school teachers trained at
UWC. This will be a pilot project, it will run over two years
and will be researched by UWC Hon. and M Ed students.
The PSP plans to develop a First-time Teachers’ Handbook from
this project.

PSP Facilitators qualified ‘mentors and coaches’
•

All the PSP Facilitators completed a University of the North
West accredited course over five days in early December on
Mentorship and Coaching.

•

The PSP staff are now officially qualified to incorporate and
infuse this approach in all their work with teachers.

Increased sale of materials
•

With increased efforts at marketing the PSP’s materials in
various schools, centres and Education Colleges and at the
Cape Teaching and Leadership Institute (CTLI), the PSP has
increased the sale of its materials from R23 000 in 2009 to
more than R93 000 in 2010.

Curriculum Advisor training
•
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The WCED approved the South District’s request for a
PSP training course for Curriculum Advisors in Natural
Sciences and this took place in early 2011. It consisted of a
20-hour course with the Intermediate and Foundation Phase
Curriculum Advisors. This was a very important pilot course,
as it increased the spectrum of the PSP’s reach. It showed
that the PSP is well equipped and has the capacity to do
Curriculum Advisor training in other districts and provinces.

Integrating Language into Maths and Science

A

t the PSP we place a strong emphasis on language development and language
is integrated into all aspects of our work. Our work is based on constructivist
theories in terms of children’s acquisition of language and literacy, and their
development of mathematical and science concepts.
Language support forms part of the Innovation Project that offers short courses
in subjects across the curriculum. The focus is on developing and improving
Literacy through a text-based Whole Language approach, integrating theory
and practice.
The PSP focus is on developing children’s reading, writing and thinking in
different genres, in a holistic way. Language development and thinking are
inextricably linked. Without language or words, thinking is restricted. And
without the development of thinking, the need for language is limited
(Vygotsky; Luria & Yudovich). So language and literacy hold an important
place in all PSP courses.
We encourage teachers to mediate their learners’ language
and literacy development through techniques such as
Shared Writing and Shared Reading, amongst others. These
techniques are ones that teachers can reasonably implement
in their classrooms to help their learners enter their zone
of proximal development and so achieve their potential.
These strategies (Shared Writing and Shared Reading) are also
successfully integrated into all the courses the PSP offers in
other subject areas (Natural Sciences and Environment and
Mathematics).
PSP’s position on Language
Language is critical: without language our thinking and
reasoning processes are limited.
•

We believe that every teacher is a language teacher.

•

Language is infused into all our projects
and the strategies and techniques that we
promote in language courses are incorporated into all aspects of our work.

•

We believe that all languages are important,
and each child’s language should be valued.
However, we are also aware that in order for
children to have greater opportunities, they
need access to English. English is largely the
lingua franca of South Africa and people
who are bi, tri or polylingual, are more
likely to have good work opportunities than
those who are monolingual.

•

Research has shown that children who are
multilingual have a greater understanding
of their world and how it operates (Jim
Cummins).

— Viv Kenyon, Language Co-ordinator
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CASE STUDIES: Shameeg Jacobs & Nokulunga Gloria Fimayile Mdutyana

Celebrating two PSP teachers

‘PSP put new
life in my
teaching,’ says
Shameeg Jacobs
Shameeg Jacobs is a teacher at Surrey
Primary School in Surrey Estate on
the Cape Flats. He has more than
10 years’ teaching experience in the
Intermediate Phase as well as Senior
Phase (Grade 7).

Shameeg Jacobs applies his new skills in the classroom.

A

s a participant in the PSP 2007-2009 Cluster
Project along with his Surrey Primary colleagues,
Shameeg Jacobs wanted to gain as much as he could
professionally through active involvement in the
PSP programmes. He attended different facets of the
programme, such as the Cluster workshops and classroom observation and reflection sessions, and boasts
that he did not miss even one of the term workshops.
Shameeg is well qualified with a BA degree as well
as a BEd degree, with distinction in Geography and
Sport, from the University of the Western Cape
(UWC). But, he says, he found the input from PSP of
great value and his teaching became more competent.

What he found most beneficial from PSP courses, was
learning to use a ‘hands-on’ approach.
“I never had the confidence to do this before, but after
experiencing it in the PSP workshops; I could then be
more hands-on in my classroom. I had this traditional
attitude in the past that children should keep quiet and
teachers write on the board; then the learners write
a test, finish and klaar. But now, I’m encouraging
children to actually talk about the work, and I can
see how they begin to love the subject. So now I say:
hands-on approach, that’s the thing!”
He says that he once thought Natural Sciences was a
dying subject.

“It made a major impact on my teaching style and
I could incorporate more than just writing on the
board in my lessons. PSP teaches us that you bring
in a practical side; you bring in the investigation side,
and you bring in the research side. I had to learn all
these, and many other new skills. Lecturers usually use
teaching methods such as Power Point and transparencies with overhead projectors, but PSP uses practical
teaching methods and model what we as teachers can
do in practical lessons with our children.”

“You know, personally I felt that there was no life left
in it. But now children are starting to look forward
to coming to my class again. That is where I find my
enjoyment and my satisfaction.”

Shameeg says his teaching benefited overall from
involvement with the PSP Cluster Project.

“What distinguishes Shameeg is that he is not afraid
to try new ideas and to shape them to suit his learners.
He is always excited about what happens in the classroom and proudly shows off his learners’ work. He
does not hesitate to guide and support other teachers
and shares his ideas freely with them.”

“I also teach Maths and Social Sciences, and I have
filtered some of these PSP styles and approaches into
my Maths and Social Sciences.”
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Nadiema Gamieldien, PSP Facilitator for the Central
District, who worked very closely with Shameeg
for the three years’ duration of the Cluster Project,
describes him as a young, energetic and innovative
teacher.

‘Science is the
best,’ says Delft
teacher Gloria
Mdutyana
Nokulunga Gloria Fimayile
Mdutyana is a teacher at Leiden
Primary School in the Delft area
on the Cape Flats. She also has
more than 10 years teaching
experience in all three phases
of primary school – Foundation
Phase, Intermediate Phase and
Senior Phase (Grade 7).

Nokulunga Gloria Mdutyana assisting her learners at Leiden Primary in Delft.

D

edication and enthusiasm are terms which
best sum up Gloria Mdutyana’s attitude to her
teaching. Although at first she was unsure about
teaching Natural Sciences, after attending PSP courses
she developed to such a degree during the 2007-2009
PSP Cluster Project, that she was appointed head of
Department of Natural Sciences at Leiden Primary
School.
Mrs Mdutyana studied at the University of the Western
Cape (UWC) where she obtained a BA degree in
History, Xhosa and Psychology. In 1993 she acquired a
teachers’ diploma at Good Hope College of Education.
However, she attributes most of her Natural Sciences
professional training to the PSP.
She attended courses at the Cape Teaching and Leadership Institute (CTLI) that were presented by the PSP
and participated in the 2007-2009 PSP Cluster Project.
“I did not know much about the Natural Sciences
strands. But after attending CTLI and other PSP
courses, I came to a better understanding; then it was
so easy for me.”
She said she benefited enormously from the Cluster
Project.
“PSP showed us how to teach – teaching Natural
Sciences became real. They also brought a lot of
equipment to the lessons. When PSP visit your school,
they don’t just come to criticise your work; they come
to help. It means that you are at ease when doing your
lessons. They also show you how to prepare the lesson

plan, and how to introduce and do the topic with the
material that they bring to the class.”
Mrs Mdutyana said the aspect she found most useful,
was the Cluster workshops.
“The Cluster workshops were so important to us
because we could even learn from other schools and
from other teachers, especially how to introduce and
do the topic in the classroom. The classroom support
from PSP was also very good.”
Nadiema Gamieldien, PSP Facilitator for the North
District, who worked very closely with Mrs. Mdutyana
for the duration of the programme, said that Mrs
Mdutyana was initially very unsure of her ability to
teach Natural Sciences from Grades 4-7. She had
nobody to consult and was not familiar with the
curriculum. She was thrust into a position where she
was forced to teach in all phases. With the necessary
support from PSP, she adapted very quickly and
became a more confident and knowledgeable teacher.
Mrs Mdutyana may even have surprised herself at her
ability to do science.
“Since I met PSP, I regret that I did not do Physical
Science as a subject at school. I was never informed
that I could do Matric science. I was put off by
people’s attitudes, and I did not believe in myself. If
I could have stuck to it, who knows where I would
be now! That is why I tell my own children that they
must learn Natural Sciences until Grade 12 – because
science is the best.”
7

PSP projects link with each other
In 2010, the PSP worked with over 1 000 teachers from 230 primary schools in disadvantaged communities and
townships of greater Cape Town as well as the rural areas of the Western Cape, reaching more than 100 000
learners across all our projects. All PSP programmes provide support materials.

Innovation Project – core
programme of short
courses
The Innovation Project is a programme of
short courses for teachers. In 2010 this
project worked with over 300 teachers
from 99 primary schools and focused on
Natural Sciences and Environment, Literacy,
Mathematics and Numeracy.
The programme is drawn up according to requests from
teachers at the PSP Annual Mass Planning Forum. The
purpose of these courses, held in the afternoons or on
Saturdays, is to improve teachers’ content knowledge as well
as to equip them with innovative teaching strategies. Teachers
also receive relevant classroom focused teacher-support materials.

“

I’ve been teaching science for
many years. Now you’ve come
In 2010 teachers wrote pre- and post-tests on their content knowledge
with a new approach – doing things
at each of the Natural Sciences courses. The results showed a
significant improvement on average of 26% in science teachers’ content physically and given a new, fresh
approach for kids – I am really
knowledge.
pleased!” Teacher from Wesfleur
New teacher support materials were developed in 2010 for launching
Primary School, Atlantis
early in 2011.

HOEP – valuable resource for community
IN 2010, the main aim of HOEP – the Hands-on Environment Project – was to
extend the reach of the PSP’s environmental programmes to more teachers
and learners using the Edith Stephens Wetland Park (ESWP) as a valuable
educational resource in the community.
In 2010, the environmental education component was aligned
closely to the Natural Sciences topics, introducing more depth and
understanding of the underlying science concepts. This provided
the opportunity for different teachers to bring their learners to Edith
Stephens Wetland Park by bus for a day of science and environmental learning.
Our long-term goals are to help teachers include
environmental learning in their programmes
across the curriculum, and to provide a unique
opportunity for more learners to have a rich Natural
Sciences/Environmental experience. In 2010, 61 teachers attended these courses and 166 learners visited the park.
In many cases, this is the only excursion available to these learners.
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New cycle starts in Cluster Project
A new two-year Cluster Project cycle started in July 2010 in collaboration with
the Overberg and North Education Districts. This project works with
small clusters of primary schools selected by WCED Districts. It
offers cycles of in-depth training and support to teams of teachers
from Grades R–7, and members of the School Management Team
(SMT) on how to plan, teach, assess and manage the Natural
Sciences curriculum at school. It also provides resources to support
teaching and learning in classrooms.
The project includes visits to schools each term to assist teachers with the
implementation in class. A total of 52 class visits / consultations were held
in 2010.
The PSP facilitated 32 hours of Cluster workshops during 2010 and 151
teachers attended. Teachers wrote pre- and post-tests on their content
knowledge at each of the workshops. The results below show a significant improvement
in teachers’ science content knowledge, after only a few hours’ exposure to the content.
The PSP facilitators have built good relationships with these teachers during
this very important first phase of the project.
We are also particularly delighted with the continued, active support and
commitment to this project shown by the Education Districts involved.
Teachers’ pre- and post-test results in Natural Sciences
NS strand

North Cluster
Pre-test

“

Baie interessant en leersaam.
Het dit verskriklik geniet …
Die aanbieders was uitstekend!”
Teacher from Riverton Primary
School, Bishop Lavis

Overberg Cluster

Post-test % Increase

Pre-test

Post-test % Increase

Total average
improvement

Life & Living

52%

67%

15%

64%

84%

20%

17.5%

Planet Earth &
Beyond

62%

81%

19%

44%

62%

18%

18.5%

Zenex Spark Project in second phase
The Zenex Spark Project (2007–2009) in partnership with the South
Education District moved into its second phase in 2010. The PSP is currently
working with the English (Intermediate Phase) and Literacy
(Foundation Phase) aspects of this project. At present, 82
Foundation Phase and 52 Intermediate Phase teachers from
seven primary schools in the South District are participating.
The focus is on reading, with the aim of raising literacy
levels. The PSP task has been to introduce teachers to the
idea of implementing a Graded Reading Scheme in their
classrooms. They have done this through quarterly afternoon
workshops and regular classroom support. In 2010, 126
school visits were carried out by two facilitators working in
the Foundation Phase, and 98 school visits by two facilitators working in the Intermediate Phase. Facilitators are
aiming to consolidate the work of 2010 and the previous
three years of this project in 2011.

“

It gave me
more
information
about Shared
Writing and
Shared Reading,
and I feel I’ve
gained a lot.
This workshop
did not waste
my time.”
– Teacher from
Samora Machel
Primary School,
Philippi
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PSP Staff and Governance
Mcebisi Mnconywa retires as PSP
Trustee
Mcebisi
Mnconywa,
Principal of
Vuzamanzi
Primary School
in Khayelitsha,
was elected
to serve as a
PSP Trustee by
the Advisory
Committee in
2004.

Trustees
Gcobisa Mbili (Office Manager); Mascha Ainslie (Manager and Trustee); Donald
Campbell (Chairman); Lynne Matthews (Trustee); Mthunzi Nxawe (Trustee, joined
the PSP Trust in July 2010) and Jane Coombe (Trustee)

After seven years of dedicated service and loyal
support to the PSP, Mcebisi retired as Trustee in
2010. The PSP has greatly benefited from his
generous advice, practical help and participation as
well as his clear vision for the PSP. We are deeply
grateful for the leadership role he played during his
trusteeship. We hope Mcebisi will remain involved
with the PSP through the Advisory Committee.

Core staff of the PSP
in 2010
BACK row, From left: Mascha Ainslie
(Manager); Zorina Dharsey (Science
and Maths Facilitator); Nandi Kalipa
(Workshop Assistant, rejoined the
staff in 2011); Viv Kenyon (Language
Co-ordinator); Sandra Rossouw (Rural
Science and Language Facilitator);
Gcobisa Mbili (Office Manager) and
Nadiema Gamieldien (Science and
Maths Facilitator)
Front row, From left: Nocawe
Malatse (Foundation Phase Facilitator)
and Rose Thomas (Science and
Materials Consultant)

The Advisory Committee

The Advisory Committee is made up of 10 teachers who represent the schools
where the PSP works. The Committee meets with the PSP once a term to give
advice on curriculum or project issues as well as communication with schools.
Back row, from left: Nonkosi Kaleni (Nomlinganiselo Primary, New Crossroads);
Nomakhaya Mbeki (Ntwasahlobo Primary, Khayelitsha); Thando Mgudlwa
(Impendulo Primary, Khayelitsha); Zodwa Nxawe (Lwandle Primary, Khayelitsha)
Front row, from left: Tshepiso Monethi (St Louis Primary, Langa); Xoliswa
Sitetyana (Ikhwezi Lesizwe Primary, Khayelitsha); Mcebisi Mnconywa (Vuzamanzi Primary, Khayelitsha)
Not in the picture: Solomzi Mfunda (Imbasa Primary, Crossroads); Silulami
Nkqezo (Ilitha Primary, Guguletu)
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PSP Resource Materials Development
New branding
In 2010, the PSP started
upgrading its materials to
reflect a new, recognisable
and consistent PSP brand.
Teachers’ ongoing and very
positive response to our
materials, as well as strong
encouragement from a wide
range of educationalists,
has prompted the PSP to
target the marketing of its
materials more widely. The
PSP is grateful to Bidvest
Group Ltd for the support in
this venture.

History of Life on Earth: Timeline cards

FOSSiele

Intermediêre en Senior Fase
NatuurweteNskappe eN sosiale weteNskappe
Gepubliseer deur die Western Cape Primary Science Programme

The Fossils and Evolution Teacher’s Book
was translated into Afrikaans
PRIMARY SCIENCE PROGRAMME (PSP)

Teacher’s Book

LANGUAGE ACROSS THE
CURRICULUM

Phase

GRADES 4-6

in The inTermediaTe

Thanks to the Zenex Foundation, Language across
the Curriculum in the Intermediate Phase, was
published in 2010

A major PSP project on the
history of life on Earth was
launched in 2010. The resource,
which consists of History of
Life on Earth Cards and a
Teacher’s Guide, was
printed early in 2011.
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SWEMMER MAC INNES & ASSOC
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS (S.A.)
BUSINESS CONSULTANTS
15 GREENVILLE TERRACE DIEP RIVER 7800
P O BOX 552 CONSTANTIA 7848
TEL: 021-706 7908 FAX: 021-705 9906
E-MAIL: sma@smaccounting.co.za

REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITORS TO THE TRUSTEES OF
WESTERN CAPE PRIMARY SCIENCE PROGRAMME TRUST

Western Cape Primary Science Programme Trust
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
for the year ended 31 December 2010
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Country of incorporation

South Africa

Type of trust

In-service education trust

Trustees

D C Campbell; M L Nxawe
W M F Ainslie; L Matthews
J C Coombe

Business address

Edith Stephens Wetland Park
Lansdowne Road
Phillippi 7785

Bankers

First National Bank

Auditors

SWEMMER MACINNES & ASSOC
Chartered Accountants (SA)
Registered Accountants
and Auditors

Registration

IT2806/99

WESTERN CAPE PRIMARY SCIENCE PROGRAMME TRUST
report of the trustees
for the year ended 31 December 2010
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WESTERN CAPE PRIMARY SCIENCE PROGRAMME TRUST
balance sheet
for the year ended 31 December 2010

WESTERN CAPE PRIMARY SCIENCE PROGRAMME TRUST

income statement

for the year ended 31 December 2010
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WESTERN CAPE PRIMARY SCIENCE PROGRAMME TRUST
notes to the financial statements
as at 31 December 2010
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WESTERN CAPE PRIMARY SCIENCE PROGRAMME TRUST
notes to the financial statements

as at 31 December 2010
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Thank you, donors and partners
We wish to gratefully acknowledge the generous support of all the funders
and partners for their financial and professional support of the PSP in 2010.
•

Abax Foundation 			

•

Anglo American Chairman’s Fund

•

ApexHi				

•

Bidvest Group Limited

•

Community Chest / BOE Private Client

•

Coronation Fund Managers

•

Future Growth Asset Managers

•

HSBC Global Education Trust

•

National Heritage Council		

•

Nedbank Foundation		

•

Oppenheimer Memorial Trust

•

Private Donations

•

Rolf-Nussbaum Foundation

•

Rupert Foundation		

•

Stichting Porticus

•

The D.G. Murray Trust			

•

The Fred & Jeanne Woodbridge Charity

•

The Monsanto Fund			

•

Western Cape Education Department

•

Zenex Foundation		

The PSP collaborates with a number of organisations and institutions in the field. We thank them for
their time and expertise in 2010, which enriched our programmes and enhanced the quality of our
work with teachers.
The Animal Demography Unit at UCT; the City of Cape Town; Centre for Molecular and Cellular
Biology at the University of Stellenbosch, attached to the Medical Research Council; CTV; Institute
for Maths and Science Teaching at the University of Stellenbosch (IMSTUS); The Cape Teaching and
Leadership Institute (CTLI); EDUMEDIA of the Western Cape Education Department (WCED); Iziko
Museums Cape Town; The West Coast Fossil Park in Langebaan; Marine and Coastal Educators’
Network (MCEN); MTN ScienceCentre; Ort SA; The Eco-Schools Project; EnviroKids; South African
Agency for Science and Technology Advancement (SAASTA); South African National Biodiversity
Institute (SANBI); Mathematics Education Primary Programme (MEPP); Schools Development Unit
(SDU) UCT; Share-Net; South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO); Table Mountain National
Park (TMNP); Two Oceans Aquarium; University of the Western Cape (UWC); Western Cape Education
Department (WCED).

Contact
details
Western Cape
Primary Science
Programme (PSP)
Edith Stephens
Wetland Park,
Lansdowne Road,
Philippi 7785
P.O. Box 24158
Lansdowne 7779
South Africa
Tel: (021) 691 9039
Fax: (021) 691 6350
E-mail
info@psp.org.za
Website
www.psp.org.za
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